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: RANSOM COOK, OF SARATOGA SPRINGs, NEw YoRK. 
AUGER. 

Specification of Letters Patent No. 8,162, dated June 17, 1851. 
To alluvhom it may concerni .. 
Beit known that I, RANSOM Saratoga Springs, in the county of Saratoga 

and State of New York, have invented new 
and useful Improvements in Boring Imple 
ments, known as º Augurs, Bits, and Gim 
lets; º and I do hereby declare that the fol 
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description 
of the construction and Qperation of the 
same, reference beinghad to the annexed 
drawings or prints with the letters of refer 
ence thereonas making a part of this speci 
fication. , . i 

The nature of my improvements consist 
in giving to the lips or cutting edges of bor 

i ing implements a curved or gouge shape at 

in connection or combination with the under cutting, orback-sloping of said edges, as 
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their extremities as illustrated in Figure 1 

illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4, between A. and 
B, in order to give said edges a sliding 
askew ordrawing movement in cutting. 
To enable others skilled in the art to make 

and use my invention, I proceed to describe 
its construction and operation. , 
The body of the boringimplement may be 

forged for this purpose in almost any of the 
forms now used, but, my cutting edges are 
most easily adapted to the twist or screw 
auger and the center bit. In drawing or 
plating for the screw auger with edges on 
my plan the extreme or cuttingend should 
beleft about square and thicker than for the ordinary lips. In hammering out the lips 
before turning them they shouldbe ex 
tended from the screw on center farther than 
for right angularlips. These lips should 
also be hammered So as to have some projec 
tion downward, that is, project from the 
handle and somewhat in the form of a swal 
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low's tail. Being thus forged, the lips may 
be turned nearly or quite in the form shown 
in Fig. 1. After the hammerwork is fin 
ished the lips are to be filed or dressed with 
the underback-slope asshown in Figs. 2 and 
4, from Ato B. No particular angle is es 45 
sential in this slope, but the augers seem to 
work best and easiest when the slope is at 
about 45 degrees from the body of the auger. 
These implements arethen to be tempered, 50 
finished and used in the same manner as the 
ordinary kinds. These boring implements 
cut So much easier than those now in use, 

I that they require much less stock in their 
bodies and but a small screw to hold them to 
the wood. 
What I claim as myinvention and which I 

desire to secure by Letters Patent, is The form of the lips or cutting edges of 
boring implements asillustrated in Figs. 1, 
the screw or center point andrunningnearly 
atright angles thereto until about half way 
from the center to the outer part of the bor 

| ing implement, when it assumes a curve up 
ward or toward the handle end of thein 
strument, which curve is continued untilit 
is nearly, semicircular, or untilitturns 
Within the periphery of the auger orbitas 
shown in Fig. 1.-the curved edges being 
also undercut or backsloped as illustrated in 
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2, and 4-that is; such lip commencing at 
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Figs. 2 and 4, between A and B, but with 
out being confined to any particular angle 
of Such backslopingorunder cutting; allas 

RANSOM COOK. 
Witnesses: , 

i H. N. GILERT, i 
A. V. BUSRIRK. 

  

  

    

  


